This article investigates music in the modern transmedial franchise. Popular culture franchises flow across different forms of media, taking the audience, and often the music, with them. Music plays an important role in articulating and developing textual relationships, while adapting to the possibilities of each particular medium.
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While games based on albums are hardly commonplace, The War of the Worlds games are not unique in this respect. 16 Nevertheless, this franchise is singular in the number and historical range of the adaptations. With its diversity of materials and focus on audio,
Wayne's The War of the Worlds is useful for exploring the role of music in a transmedial franchise.
Jeff Wayne's Video Game Version of The War of the Worlds (1984): ZX Spectrum
The first game of the album was for the ZX Spectrum, a home computer that was first released in 1982. Though popular, the ZX Spectrum was not sonically advanced: as Kenneth
McAlpine describes, 'the speaker, which provided just a single channel of 1-bit playback across a 10-octave range, could only make "beep" sounds'. 17 Aside from exceptional examples, music for Spectrum games typically consisted of monophonic square-wave melodies. Despite this technological restriction, the Spectrum The War of the Worlds clearly replicates music from the album. Indeed, all the cues in the game take the form of short 16 Probably the most well-known instance of a game based on an album is Journey Escape (1982) . Collins, Game Sound, 112 . Other software based on albums includes Tubular Bells quotations of Wayne's music. These excerpts are sonically distinct and easily identifiable.
The musical material serves an important role in how gamers play the game; this is made possible by intertextual transmedial musical meanings.
In The War of the Worlds game, the player controls The Journalist (the central character voiced by Richard Burton in the original album). The Journalist must navigate the maze-like streets of Surrey and Greater London, while collecting and consuming food and drink to survive ( Figure 1 ). The Martian tripods sometimes ambush The Journalist, whereupon the player must direct the avatar to flee, lest the 'heat ray' incinerate the hero (Figure 2 ). Through exploring the roads, players discover the locations of key narrative events and musical episodes in the album, such as the harbour from which the narrator observes a naval battle (the album song 'Thunder Child') or the house in which he encounters Parson Nathaniel ('Spirit of Man'). Time passes in the virtual world, and the game is set across six days beginning on Monday 14 August 1904. 18 By learning the geography of the virtual London, the player must visit the right location on the correct day to avoid death at the hands of the Martians. Upon reaching a location on the appropriate day, players are presented with onscreen text describing the scene at that site. From a set of options, they must choose The Journalist's next actions. To progress, the player must select the option that matches the events in the album.
<Insert Figures 1 and 2> 18 The date 14 August 1904 was a Sunday. This might be a way of distancing the fictional reality from our world, but more likely simply an error.
Listening to win
The secret to understanding when each location should be visited relies upon the player's knowledge of the album. As the instructions for the game (printed in the cassette inlay) describe:
Each location must be visited in the correct sequence and on the right day in order to reach the Martian encampment on the seventh and so complete the game. To aid you the special locations to be visited are featured in their correct order in Jeff Wayne's Musical Version of 'The War of the Worlds'. Musical phrases also from the recording will help you on your journey.
There is no explicit guidance in the game to indicate the order that the locations must be visited, and since Wayne's narrative sometimes departs from that of the novel, the only reliable source of information is the LP. The gamer familiar with the album knows that the encounter between the cannon artillery and the fighting machines at Weybridge must occur before The Journalist reaches his lover's deserted house, and that both happen prior to meeting Parson Nathanial, because of the order in which the musical episodes occur in the album.
Even with knowledge of the album's narrative, the issue remains just how the LP's chronologically ambiguous timeline maps onto the days in the game. The answer is supplied musically. While navigating the streets, the player can press a key to display the current date and time. This is accompanied by a short musical quotation from the album which hints at the location The Journalist should now visit. On Wednesday, for instance, when the goal is 'Carrie's House' (the house of The Journalist's lover), a motif from the introduction of 'Forever Autumn' sounds, the song in the album that begins when The Journalist reaches
Carrie's house. Similarly, when players should direct their avatar to Weybridge, they hear the chromatic bass ostinato that is prominently featured during the introduction to the same sequence in the album. By listening to the motif, identifying it, and remembering the associative meaning and context of the musical fragment in the album, the player is given a hint as to the appropriate action they should undertake to win the game. These quotations also serve as rewards: as players successfully progress through the game, they are treated to hearing new excerpts of the album rendered in the Spectrum's tones.
The musical material from the album is given ludic significance in the game context, facilitated by the meanings created in the origin text and transferred across media. Without engaging with the LP's narrative and music, the game is reduced to trial and error. As one contemporary reviewer noted, 'the only way to find out the order of places to visit is to buy the record'. 19 Since any mistake causes the whole game to restart, if the player does not have experience of the album to draw upon, the game is, in all practicality, unwinnable.
Later in the game, the musical hints become more ambiguous, and as a result, the game becomes more challenging -in the final days, the chromatic motif associated with Weybridge returns, even though it is not heard prominently during the corresponding section of the album. The game misleads and confuses players, given that they have been trained to divine information from the music. Not only are musical associations used by the game, but they are also subsequently misused, increasing the game's difficulty.
Since the game relies on the player's knowledge of the album, a gamer might need to revisit the record and listen differently to meet the game's challenges (perhaps by following the plot in detail at certain moments, or attempting to identify musical material). We can also recognize the commercial aspect of a product that so strongly encourages the ownership of 12 another item from the same franchise. 20 Listening to music from Wayne's The War of the Worlds, both on record and in game, is part of how gamers play the Spectrum game.
Aesthetics of alienation
The Spectrum game has a sparse soundscape: most of the game occurs in musical silence.
During play, cues are prompted only by the 'check time' command, or the player's success/failure. To use Collins's terminology, the music is primarily 'interactive', since it responds directly to player actions, providing a degree of musical agency to gamers, and creating a bond between game and player. 21 The game's musical silence, while undoubtedly a technological convenience, also projects a form of sonic isolation that is apt for the solitary journalist. When the musical excerpts stop, the sudden absence is striking. Michel Chion has described the phenomenon of musical silence in audio-visual contexts, noting that, the impression of silence … does not simply come from an absence of noise … The simplest of cases consists in preceding it with a noise-filled sequence … It is the negative of sound we've heard beforehand or imagined; it is the product of a contrast. 
Winning and losing: recontextualizing musical material
Beyond music for the 'time check' command, the game also uses melodic excerpts from the album to serve as cues typically found in video games. This constitutes music for starting the game, along with 'win', 'lose', and 'game over' cues. These types of cues are commonly identified by composers as part of the musical grammar of video games. 26 As in the 'time check' quotations described earlier, these melodies draw upon sonic meanings forged in the album, which are used and reframed in terms of the gameplay. This process can be straightforward, such as aligning the start of the album with the start of the game: when the game has been successfully loaded, the player is greeted by the opening melody of 'Eve of War', the first music of the album. For the other cues (win, lose, game over), the relationship is based on different factors.
Upon escaping a Martian tripod that fires after my avatar (Figure 2 ), the fanfare figure that opens the album song 'Brave New World' celebrates, and confirms, my victory (Example 1).
As the title implies, this song is an optimistic expression for a hopeful future in the face of the The music is a coded message of failure … Considering an entire level as musical composition, 'death' or 'success' musical messages serve as cadences … In these ways, music works across a game's structure to encourage the user's continued play.
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The cues in The War of the Worlds game serve the same function, by drawing on the musical meanings forged in the album and recontextualizing them in the game, which in turn bestows upon them game-specific connotations.
The musical connection opens the possibility of subsequently re-hearing the album in light of the game. The album ends with the suggestion that the Martians are planning another attack. another instrument, and the original song construction had to be altered considerably to fit the constraints of the technology.' 29 The War of the Worlds album is well suited to the demands of adaptation, since so much of the album is instrumental (thus not requiring vocal parts to be 28 Gibbons, 'Blip, Bloop, Bach?'; Lerner, 'Musical Style', 331-7. 29 Collins, Game Sound, 115.
17 reassigned) and it includes repeated melodic phrases which can be easily excerpted without resulting in obvious structural alteration.
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The monophonic melodies of the game call to mind the fully orchestrated songs, along with the story, characters, and artwork of the album. The simple visuals and audio of the game are enhanced by association, bringing to bear a detail of sound and sight from the album that the Spectrum could not deploy. The conduit, however, works both ways. When players are forced to engage with the record, the game is able to comment, in turn, back upon on the album.
Beyond localized reinterpretations (like the album's 'game over' ending discussed above), this dialogue may manifest more generally in terms of geography and chronology. While the album refers to real-world locations in London, and the stereo mixing of the album projects a sonic space, the virtual London created in the game is more explicitly defined and stable than the fluctuating spatial panning and mixing of the album. 31 Re-hearing the album after playing the game can situate the album's events in the spatial relations described by the game's universe. As media theorist Torben Grodal notes, gamers must normally 'make mental maps of the game-space' and engage in 'explorative' activity when playing the game. 33 In The War of the Worlds, the listener familiar with both the game and the album can amalgamate the two modes of projected geography from the two media, fusing the sonic space of the album with the virtual space of the gameworld. Similarly, the album's ambiguous chronology is given precise definition in the game adaptation, and in which terms it might subsequently be understood.
It is part of the appeal of transmedial franchises that different media provide the opportunity to engage with familiar materials in new ways. In the Spectrum game, music from the album gains ludic significance, allowing new modes of interpreting and interacting with the music, both in-game and on record. Music is a significant part of the connection of the franchise components, facilitating the intertextual play of musical meanings that extend across media.
Fourteen years later, the same kind of transmedial relationship was explored again, but with very different sonic and ludic results.
PC and PlayStation games of the 1990s
The twentieth anniversary of Wayne' 41 These issues relating to the age of the material, sonic interference, and repetition are practical concerns that stem from the reframed position of music in its new modern media context.
The change of musical genre reflects the relationship between the game and the album. Given that the album articulates the progression of its story through the songs, if these songs were to be inserted into the game unaltered and heard multiple times, the impression would be one of repeating the same sequence of narrative time. Such repetition would be mismatched when set alongside the continuing progression of fictional time in the game. The album's duration is 95 minutes, while a strategy game is expected to provide many hours of play time. If the main gameplay is to be continuously accompanied by the album's music, a degree of structural alteration will be necessary to avoid narrative-chronological dissonance.
Beyond the issue of wholesale repetition, the question of structure remains. 1. 'Perpetual development' (thematic material treated to continual development).
'Compositional dynamics' (contrasting affects throughout the cue).
3. 'Succession of variations' (episodes of variation). sonic connection is maintained to the story, characters, and narrative conceit of the original album through the prominent samples.
'Repeating figures' (ostinatos

Reframing the narrative
The transformation of Wayne's music into dance music is not the only adaptation that occurs in the game. A different approach to transmedial change is evident elsewhere, when the music serves other priorities.
Framing the main gameplay described above, non-interactive videos (cutscenes) introduce and conclude the game. These cutscenes, as is typical for games, are concerned with presenting a narrative context for the core gameplay. However, while the story and universe of Wayne's The War of the Worlds are to be invoked to form a background for play, the game must not remain too wedded to the established narrative. Instead, a middle-distance of connection between the stories of the album and game is articulated. This is motivated by two main factors -first, the plots of the game and album are slightly different, and second, as argued above, implying direct equivalence of the narrative progression of the game and album might diminish the impression of player agency.
In the PC game, the plot is rewritten: after unsuccessfully attacking London, the Martians begin a second offensive from Scotland, conquering southwards. With the exception of The Journalist, characters from the album are not depicted. Unaltered music from the album would sonically represent a conflicting narrative with characters who are absent, and imply the foregone conclusion of a human victory (dooming gamers playing as Martians to failure).
Unlike the gameplay music, which aimed to obviate narrative progress, these videos establish the premise and require narrative momentum. Rather than dance remixes, the music is instead altered through interpolating allosonic citations of music from the album with newly written material, to articulate the divergent narrative of the game.
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A clear illustration of the process is found in the opening cutscene when playing as the humans. In this clip, The Journalist reports his observations (using parts of Burton's narration from the album) to a room of military personnel ( Figure 5 ). As he describes the events, they are shown to the player in flashback.
<Insert Figure Common and the Heat Ray', though now at a faster tempo and played by low strings. Over this familiar musical ostinato, we hear newly written martial music for snare drums and tutti brass interjections. The cue also borrows two other distinctive musical elements from 'Horsell Common': an ominous tremolo vibraphone part and a startling two-note portamento string gesture that either rises by a fourth or descends by a fifth. Though the military topic is new, for those who know the original album, the excerpts are recognizably familiar. Once, however, the flashback sequence begins, during which the Burton-voiced narrator reports about the initial Martian attacks, the music is entirely new and contains no clear quotation from the album. Over an arpeggiated accompaniment by a synthesized harp, sustained strings and horns provide a sonic foundation for Burton's narration. Soon, tubular bells and a choir are added. This section approaches a film score idiom, dissimilar to the rock/disco musical style of the album. When Burton's voice describes the Martians emerging from the ships (Figure 6 ), however, the album and game musically converge again. The game replicates music from the same moment in the album, though with the addition of the snare drum introduced at the start of the cue. It is not long before the game musically diverges once again, and the rest of the cue continues in much the same fashion -borrowing and manipulating material from the album, integrated into a composition that also includes music that is clearly original.
The music announces the game's connection to, and yet distinction from, the album. Familiar musical materials are set alongside new music, as the two texts are held at a middle-distance from one another: connected, yet not entirely equivalent.
<Insert Figure 6 > Adapting music for the game medium
Like the Spectrum game, excerpts from the album are also used to serve as cues specifically demanded by the game medium -win music, lose music, and cues to cover the loading of the game. The win and lose cues are taken from moments in the narrative when the belligerent forces experience success or failure (Table 1) . When playing as the humans, the win music is excerpted from the human victory at the end of the album ('Epilogue Part 1'), while the lose music is associated with the initial Martian invasion ('Eve of War'). For the Martian mode, the win music is from the moment that the Martians most obviously demonstrate their military power ('Thunder Child') and the lose music from when the Martians succumb to the bacteria that will ultimately best them ('Dead London'). In these latter two cues, musical changes are made in order to adjust to the new narrative alignment of the game when the player controls the Martians. By altering the harmonic articulations of both excerpts from the human-championing album version, Martian dominance is made positive, their defeat negative. This reconfiguring of album music is necessary, especially for the Martian win cue, to reflect the interactive possibilities of the game: the original narrative perspective of the LP contradicts the game's ludic win-lose dynamic when gamers play as the Martians.
<Insert Table 1 >   29 The PC game includes music to cover the time while the player waits for the game to load.
Michiel Kamp describes loading screens as 'elevators' between the options menus and the main gameplay. 54 Composer Stephen Baysted explains that the loading phase is when all of the component elements necessary for gameplay are gathered together and compiled by the program. During [loading], the player has no control or possibility of interaction; they are simply spectating at this point. It is important to note that the duration of the [loading] phase is essentially indeterminate … This inter-platform indeterminacy has, of course, a significant impact on any musical strategy too. 55 Baysted reports that composers often use short looping cues to account for this indeterminacy of time, and to avoid using system resources otherwise required for loading the game. 56 In
The War of the Worlds, this loading music is excerpted from the album. A different loading cue is used, depending on whether the gamer is playing as the Martians or humans, and it is chosen both for its associations with the appropriate species and for its ability to be looped easily. The human loading cue loops the percussion opening of the 'Epilogue', while the Martian loading cue repeats the end of the 'Eve of War', where the descending octave figure (see Example 3) is repeated over a heartbeat. The two cues exhibit three important qualities. Baysted, 'Palimpsest', 162. 30 First, both are heard at moments in the narrative where the respective forces achieve some kind of success (the defeat of the Martians by the humans, and the initial Martian invasion, respectively). Second, the excerpts represent a musical unit that is musically self-contained (for the humans, four bars, the Martians, seven bars). This arrangement allows the clips to repeat as much as necessary, until the game loads. Third, since both passages directly repeat in the album, the musical repetition in the game is not as conspicuous as it might be if material only heard once on the LP was used. Here, properties of the video game (the loading screen and its temporal indeterminacy) have guided the selection of appropriate moments from the album to be fit for purpose in this new media context.
Rehearing the album
Just as in the Spectrum example, when the PC game cites, develops, and recontextualizes
Wayne's original music, this musical connection can influence interpretation of the original album. Justin Williams has explored how such sampling and reconfiguration allows for intertextual dialogue, and that 'These musical "conversations" can therefore occur between the present and the past'.
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To explore just one example of such potential reinterpretation, we can consider the opening cutscene of the Martian campaign (the counterpart to the human opening video described above). The cue uses musical materials from the latter half of the album, especially the song 'The Red Weed (Part 1)'.
In the album, slow-tempo, mournful themes accompany The Journalist's observations of a Given that players do not have to consult the album to play the PC game effectively (unlike the Spectrum game), and the chronological distance between the album release and the game publication, it is clearly possible that at least some players would encounter the game before the album. For these players, the game has already informed their understanding of the album. From such a perspective, the album can be understood as just as much an adaptation of the game, as vice versa.
Throughout the PC game of The War of the Worlds, musical material is used to at once articulate connection with, yet distance from, the original Wayne album. The remixing and 32 developmental musical processes are part of the way this textual relationship is communicated. As music moves from one medium to another, the music is excerpted and adapted to respond to the new context: in-game remixes alter musical structures, small motifs are selected to serve as winning and losing cues, and loading music is chosen by the necessity to have short, looping, and narratively appropriate cues. The revision of the album's plot, as well as the developers' choice to allow players to control human or Martian forces, necessitated a degree of musical reworking to match the game's divergence from the fixed original story and perspective of the album.
This game adaptation of the album also, in turn, prompted a further album. According to an additional interpretive frame. The two games could be understood as multiple compatible modes of engagement with the same scenario; this might be interpretively enriching for players, but it also has the potential for confusion.
Confusion on the battlefield
Whereas in the PC game, four 'remix' cues were associated with the humans, and four with the Martians, this game simply sounds seven of the total eight as a playlist, with no distinction between the two. 59 In the PlayStation game, the only option is to control the humans, so, for players familiar with the PC version, it might be incongruous to hear music that had accompanied commanding the Martians on PC. For these players, mismatched music is heard, though this specific connotation only registers for players with experience of the PC game.
59 A 'Dead London' remix from the human map view is in the PC game, but not the PlayStation version. This slowest and softest-timbred of cues might be thought incongruous against the scenes of action.
A similar issue occurs with the win and lose cues for the PlayStation. Again, the music is taken from the PC version, but here, they have suffered in the transition, and are of very low audio fidelity. The sonically fuzzy cues are mixed unusually quietly. Surprisingly, the win and lose cues are the PC Martian win and lose: the 'wrong' side. Even if the player does not know the PC game, the signification in the cues remains incongruous: a Martian 'Ulla' exclamation with a brass fanfare still sounds like a celebration, but of Martian prowess, indicating human loss. Similarly, it seems curious that a wailing, pained Martian cry should accompany human defeat, when the Martians in the game have just achieved victory. The degree to which this might be recognized as odd is contingent on the player's past experience, whether they are familiar with the PC game, album, or neither. Even a newcomer to the franchise might find it odd to have an alien voice apparently celebrating human success, though the musical mismatching is less specifically out of place than when heard in light of the album and PC game.
The example of the PlayStation game illustrates that the player's previous experience of the franchise -whether or not they have encountered the original record or the PC game -has the potential to significantly affect their interpretation of the music. Any consideration of musical transmediality has to account not only for textual relationships, but also the order in which they are encountered (or not) by media consumers.
Conclusions: music in the transmedial franchise Jeff Wayne's War of the Worlds might not have the fame or economic power of some transmedial franchises. Nevertheless, the audio-emphasizing nature of this franchise has provided a way to investigate some of the dynamics of music in a transmedial network. The games clearly highlight how music and its attendant meanings are drawn across media. The producers of the Spectrum game relied upon this possibility as part of the central play components of a textual network. 62 In The War of the Worlds franchise, despite chronological distance, the games and album are put into dialogue with each other, through the music, standing outside the fixed historical order of creation.
While serving as an agent for transmedial dialogue, music in The War of the Worlds is also a microcosm of the appeal of transmediality. As musical material is replicated, altered, and recontextualized over the network, music is part of the way we explore the relationships between the discrete texts, whether that be through intersecting and reframed narratives (PC), connecting virtual spaces and chronologies (Spectrum), or even recognizing contradictions and inconsistencies (PlayStation). As William Cheng has explored, video games provide sites for the negotiation of musical meaning. 63 By virtue of the possibilities of the medium, The
War of the Worlds games also allow new ludic ways of engaging with the musical materials:
as clues for solving a puzzle, as a reward for success, or as commiserating the player's failed efforts. We recognize that these musical materials are at once apparently moving across media, and yet are always defined, in terms of both their sonics and their meanings, by their context.
As players listen across media of the transmedial franchise, they trace a path through the network of texts. The order in which the texts are encountered by player/listeners influences the interpretations open to them: the musical excerpts in the Spectrum game will not be of any help to the player unfamiliar with the album, while the experience of the PC game has the potential to highlight the confused mismatching of music in the PlayStation version. The 
